What the absolute ?!! Are you KIDDING me?! The utter 100% CORRUPTION of the CRIMINAL TRUMP MAFIA!!

Trying to insert your FASCIST, planet-destroying agenda into OUR investment choices?

I certainly hope EVERY SINGLE ONE OF THE PEOPLE involved in this total FARCE of CORRUPTION heads to PRISON!!

It is NOT your right to determine what THE AMERICAN PEOPLE can choose for their investment criteria, NOR is it your right to make BLATANT CORRUPT POLITICAL denial of the choice of an environmentally-centered investment so the Trump mafia can continue their disgusting corporate-whore pandering to fossil fuel companies DESTROYING the only planet we have to live on!

The absolute unmitigated GALL of you repulsive CRIMINALS!!

UNBELIEVABLE!! JAIL FOR THE PEOPLE WHO ARE TRYING TO SHOVE THEIR DISGUSTING TOXIC AGENDA ON AMERICANS!!